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A REPORT ON UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA STUDENTS

During the school year 1965-66, the Student Counseling Bureau conducted

a study of freshmen who enrolled for the first time in the University of

Arizona in September 1965. We already have information from the American

College Testing (ACT) Research Report and from our own Special Projects Office

on demographic aspects of the student population, test scores on measures of

academic ability, and achievement records in certain subject matter areas by

various types of students. Also we have comparisons of our students with

those of other institutions on ability and achievement, but in other areas

which do not so readily lend themselves to statistical tabulation, we hereto-

fore had very little knowledge.

This study by the Student Counseling Bureau attempts to provide informa-

tion on the less-tangible, more-difficult-to-assess, student qualities. We

refer to attitudes and personality characteristics which, although generally

unknown or ignored in admissions considerations, are vital to the students'

success in the university and in later life. Included in this category are

first such aspects as academic motivation, intellectual inclinations, achieve-

ment needs, and creative possibilities. Further, we were interested in getting

a better measure of the social adjustment and emotional balance of our new

freshmen. We wonder about the incidence of 1oners" on our campus as we

sense the possible isolation and alienation which may exist among many of

our students. Finally, we were seeking a measure of educational-vocational

interest in the freshmen class as a whole; a rough indication of this is avail-

able in the figures of enrollments in the various colleges but more refined

information was sought.

/
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In order to elicit the comparatively subtle information desired, a test

of a new type was used. This test, developed at the Univ. of Nichigan, is

called the Opinion, Attitude, and Interest Survey (OAIS). It is designed

to measure student characteristics, however, because the characteristics of

the institutional environment are interrelated with those of its students, the

test may provide considerable information concerning both. Once an institu-

tion develops an image, it attracts students with certain characteristics and

expectations who perpetuate and extend that image. Consequently, information

on the students, their attitudes, interests, aspirations, and potential for

achievement also forms the basis for a number of ideas concerning the insti-

tutional environment.

Ue feel that this new test, the OAIS, provides reasonably accurate infor-

mation on our students. Being skeptical of accepting a new test at face value,

we concurrently administered other, well-established, psychological tests with

which we are familiar. In addition, for each student tested we arranged for

observation and report by several persons who knew him well. Both methods

(comparison with the information from other tests and with reports by

observers) show the OAIS description of an individual to have some validity.

Certain of the scales appear to have advantages over measures which we are

now using, particularly in the prediction of academic achievement and in the

early identification of career interests. Other advantages of the test are

that it is comparatively short, easy to take, and free from controversial

items of a type which have caused resistance to other psychological measures.

In this study, a sample of 366 freshmen students was drawn from the

university matriculation list. Of these a little over half accepted the

invitation to participate in the study and most of these contributed scores
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on the OAtS which were used as the basis of the summary which appears later.

A very few of the students produced scores on the test which were declared

invalid by the test publisherts criteria; other students participated in

certain aspects of the study but did not take the OAtS.

The scores from the OAtS are reported on 14 scales for each student; the

inferences drawn with respect of University of Arizona students are based on

numerical averages of the entire group. Consequently the figures apply to

the university at large rather than to students in any particular college or

to any individual student. A chart showing scores on the various scales by

University of Arizona students and other groups, together with the OAtS Inter-

pretation Leaflet, is available upon request from Student Counseling Bureau

for those persons who would like to make a detailed examination of the

results. A more general summary of the characteristics of University of

Arizona students as suggested by the average OAtS score appears in the fol-

lowing paragraphs:

Compared with students in similar institutions, Arizona students

are relatively sophisticated, independent, and introspective. They are less

inclined to agree with everything, less hesitant to express an uncommon

opinion, and less sensitive to making a good impression by giving a socially

desirable response.

Arizona students are very much a quality group, comparing favorably

with other state university students in capacity for academic success, scho-

lastic promise, and creative ability. Both men and women look exceptionally

good on these measures.

There may be a problem with our students with respect to their

social and emotional adjustment. They rate below students at Michigan and
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Minnesota on their capacity for getting along well and being liked by other

persons. (In passing, we note as something that may soften this blow that,

on the OAIS, PhDs in Psychology are even more deficient in this respect!)

Possibly of more concern is the indication that our students are an anxious,

hypersensitive, and nervous group.

(d) With respect to educational vocational interest, job-related per-

sonality traits, and values, among the men indications are: Physical Science

predominantly, with Social Sciences, Humanities, and Business following in

order. Biological Science, with a very low score is in last place. Among

women students the order is Humanities, Social Sciences, Physical Science,

Business and, again by an uncomfortable margin, Biological Sciences in last

place.

This study points up some interesting ideas as to the potential, interests,

and needs of our students as they begin their higher educational experience at

this institution. They are indeed a varied group, much like students at

University of California, with many struggling students of marginal quali-

fications and many with superior ability and achievement. Both here and at

Berkeley there exists the problem of providing appropriate offerings for

widely divergent groups of students. At Arizona we have many of the very

best students--likely grist for our growing graduate mill--but for every one

of these there is a student at the other end of the continuum whose needs are

no less urgent that those of the more capable student but who must get his

preparation for life in what he can get of the undergraduate years. Our

obligation for concern and quality for one group is no less than for another.

The indications concerning attitudes and personality traits of our

students may not be the distant cannon's roar but they are worth a second
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thought. Evidently the new freshmen arrive here with more spunk and capa-

bility for independent thought and action than many of us realize. So far,

the inertia of institutional environment has kept things in check (the strong

Greek system perhaps the greatest force in promoting conformity and acquies-

cence with the status-quo) and the stimulation from off-campus sources is less

here than in Berkeley. However, the potential for increased student action

is here. Another factor which accentuates this prospect is the worry and

anxiety which many students feel; whether this stems from their experiences

in the university or is merely part of their maturation process, we cannot

say from the data we have. Nevertheless, it is evident that we do not have

a preponderance of conforming, complacent, contented, students but rather that

we are reckoning with a diversified group of young people, comfortably above

average in ability as college students go and who are sensitive, responsive,

and concerned. They have the same needs as students elsewhere for what they

consider decent treatment in their educational experience and they can be

expected to stiffen their backs against whatever is seen by them as imper-

sonalized treatment, educational policy dictated by business office expe-

diency, or aggravation of other familiar problems which have been the basis

for student unrest in other institutions.

Indications from the educational-vocational interest scores are equivocal.

On one hand, it appears that there is appreciation and drawing power in the

University of Arizona programs stressing physical sciences. At least, this

is the overwhelming choice of men students sampled. In addition, the

humanities come out relatively strong with a greater disparity between the

interest shown by men and that shown by women than is seen in other academic

areas or in other institutions. These findings appear to stem logically from

the traditional emphasis put on these areas over many years and from the
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accelerated expansion and modernization in the last decade. On the other

hand, the findings of very low interest in the biological sciences does not

appear to reflect the true extent of student intellectual involvement in

this area. The curricular offerings and student enrollments suggest a much

greater interest in this area than is indicated by the OAIS.

In summary, this study of a sample of freshmen has given further

evidence of the high quality of University of Arizona students. Also it

has given some ideas concerning their personality characteristics, interests,

and problems. We feel that the OAtS is a reasonably good test but due to

the small number of participants in this study we are uable to evaluate

the measure as thoroughly as desired. The test clearly has acceptable

validity for use with individual students and we intend to use it in counseling.

As an instrument to be used in evaluating large groups of students, its

validity is less clearly established. Certainly the accuracy of the infor-

mation given by this test with respect to any given group depends greatly on

the care which has gone into the design of the study and the skill which is

employed in the interpretation of the results. With proper attention to

these aspects, we feel that the OAIS has some potential for group evaluations.

Should interest develop in more extensive studies of this kind, we are pre-

pared to undertake them.

Submitted by:

Louise Bronson

Elder James

Student Counseling Bureau

October 1966
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Recommended Policy for the implementation
of Television Courses

1, The faculty of a department is responsible for the academic
content and conduct of any talevisid course taught by *
member of that department. No coures will be offered on
television uniese the department concerned approves the
offering of that course.

The selection of the televia ion instructor shell be the
respoitsibility of s committee representing the Division of
the University or department concerned, the Radio-1V Nureau
and the University Aduini.tratioit, The Committee on
Television through the Radio-TV Bureau shall errang. for
interested instructors and departments to make a sries of
pilot tapes.

The final selection of a course to be offered on television
at the University of Antans shall be by the COSULtte on
Television0 The following are guidelines which will b. used
by the Committee on Television In their selection.

a. Of the courses preposd by various Divisions of the
University on academic dpsrtmnts those courses
will be selected that offer th. greatest promise
of Improving the quality of instruction within
ch. cour..

b In th. event that several courses should offer
promise of the seme degree oZ Improvement in
instruction, the Committee on Television will
base its selection on criteria dealing with
increased teaa*i' efficiency in the courses
concerned.

4 Coursas offrsd by television shell b. conducted under the
saine rules and rsguLwttans as all other courses conducted by
the University of Anisons

£ Division of the University or an acadnic department upon
deciding that Lt wishes to offer a course by television shall
submit a request through the college concerned to the Cmmnittee
on Television.

6. The University shall have ch. guarantee that once a course has
been recorded on video-tape it has the discretion of using this
courue for at lasst three yearn.



7 A teacher of. television course will retain responsibility for
ail revisions of the course, recorded or otherwise, spt that
the faculty of the cep.rtment may revise material st the end of
three years in the event of th. separation of the ins truc tor
fron the University of Arisons,

In the event of the separation of th. television instructor fron
the University of Arisons a dec taLon ea to the continued use by
the University of Arisons of the recorded material beyond the
gu&renteed three.year ariod shell be dsterminsd by an agreement
between the University nd the televis Loo ins tructor, In the
event of a disagreeuent ever the use of the material, a camuit tea
conposed of the instructor or his representative9 the bead of the
department conc*rnd or his designee, end a member appointed by
the Television Coimnittee will resolve the conflict.

In the event that the Radio-W sureau feels that r.qisested revisions
er. unwirrgnt.d the Coemit tee on Television shall arbitrate the
issue. It is understood, however, that if the revision ta based
purely on scholarly considerations then the instructor's decision

be final.

The University of Artsns shall have the option of making available
the use of recorded television materials to other institutions.
If the University of Arisons realises an moons, the instructor
shall receive a reyslty of 2O. The tape. shall remain the
property of the University of ArLz and will net be sold to any
other organi set ton or released without th. approval of the
instructor. (added 11/7/66 Senate) In the event that this material is made

available by the University to any other institution the Universitysha1l
have the responsibility of esab1:i.shing copyright of this material if
coyrightab1e material Is involved.

9. Th presentation of a course on television i to be considered a
fuY.l teaching losd during the first year of its presentation on
television, Addition&.1y, lead preparation time should be
ailowed according to the folltsd.ng options:

s. The instructor should be given the esxier seau tar
free of teaching or other responsibilities to prepar
the W course te be given over W the following
semester Or

b. The instructor should be given helf s normal teaching
load during tba regular semester, faIl or spring,
in order to pvepere the W course to be given the
following reglat semester,

Diring this lead preparat ion tine the instructor shall work with
the assigned producer-director to develop a cours. of the highest
standards in both courve contOnt and production.



10, In subsequent years of l.ve presentation, s television course
shall constitute a full teaching load micas the instructor
feels the desirability Gf teaching one additional ciaseroon
course, In the case of rcøzds material being used in
subsequent years, the W course shall be the equivalent of one
or tve courses of the regular teaching laød depending on the
omt of revision of the course ¿cenad necessary. br.

=.._*iti (last 3 words deleted by Senate action 11/7/66)

110 In the event the tape is discovered to have misinformation or
that the tape is technially inferior or bas undergone
deterioration or that it is found the tape is being improperly
used, the instructor, the faculty of the department, or the
Vntversity may witbbaiw that tape for revision or for retirament



REPORT OF NINTH ARIZONA TOWN HALL

Sionsored By

THE ARIZONA ACADEMY

On The Subject

"HIGHER EDUCATION IN ARIZONA"

Nothing advances the welfare of the human race more rapidly

than education, and nowhere is the advance more surely encountered

than on the higher levels of education.

Arizonans have demonstrated an acute awareness of education's

importance by allocating more of the public resources to its suprort

than to any other activity. They have, in addition, revealed their

concern for higher education in a great many ways that are detailed

in the later pages of this volume.

The Ninth Arizona Town Hall, which was held at Francisco

Grande Hotel at Casa Grande, October 9-12, 19669 was a massive demon-

stration of the state's interest in this vital subject.

Under the sDonsorship of the Arizona Academy, the Ninth

Arizona Town Hall brought together apDroximatelv ninety men and women,

each a leader in his or her own field of comtetence and in community

affairs on both local and state-wide bases.

These participants were carefully chosen to represent every

part of Arizona geographically, to cover a great range of occuDations

and community interests, and to reflect a wide spectrum of social,

economic and political philosophies. A particular effort was made

to include able, representative spokesmen from the state's great

institutions of learning, vet to make sure that what might be called
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the professional viewpoint would not dominate in numbers; by far the

greater number of Town Hall delegates were from non-academic fields

of endeavor.

Under the subject, "Higher Education in Arizona," these

leaders of thought in the state were presented with a series of aues-

tions they had, in effect, developed for themselves in the many weeks

of preparation that precede a Town Hall meeting. To obtain the widest

possible expression of views in the most informal atmosphere, the

group was divided into four panels, each following an identical

discussion outline. The findings and recommendations of each panel

were recorded as they were reached, and on the third day of the Town

Hall, in plenary session, were combined, debated and adopted in the

form here presented.

Obviously these findings cannot represent the conclusions or

opinions of every participant in the Town Hall. Not every participant

necessarily subscribes to all of the findings0 Neither, however,

were they arrived at by the "majority vote" technique. To an antazing

degree, perhaps credible only to those who have witnessed one of the

Arizona Town Halls in operation, these findings do represent a con-

sensus--a meeting of minds after exhaustive discussion of alternatives.

THE OBJECTIVES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Since definitions precede fruitful discussions, the partici-

pants first sought to delineate the broad Durposes of higher education.

There was general agreement that these purposes include both the

purely material and the philosophical. They should preparé the student

for a productive, satisfying and fruitful life as a good citizen,



developing his knowledge and attitudes to their greatest potentials,

training him for leadership and providing him with moral, ethical

and philosophical precepts from the great storehouse of manes

knowledge0 An auxiliary purpose is to improve and enlarge this sum

total of knowledge

Liberal Arts As a Basic Foundation

There was a feeling closely approaching unanimity that

Arizona's institutions of higher education should insist upon a

basic foundation in the liberal arts with particular emphasis upon

communicative abilities, even while meeting reasonable demands for

specialized and vocational training0 The role of the junior colleges

in offering technical training was particularly stressed, but with

the proviso that this should not preclude the liberal arts foundation

previously emphasized0

In all phases of higher education, Town Hall delegates felt

that a responsibility exists to maintain strong moral and ethical

principles in the classroom, as they should be maintained in all

segments of our society0 Universities and colleges should continue to

actively encourage off-campus religious centers for students0

The Research Function

Research as a responsibility of higher education won general

approval0 Town Hall feels that research should be encouraged insofar

as it furthers the basic, broad purpose of higher education, and that

the Board of Regents and faculties of the various institutions should

strive for an academic balance so that the research function may



supplement and improve the direct teaching function in addition to

increasing the store of human knowledge0 One panel felt that research

in a].]. areas of learning needs more emphasis in Arizona universities

and that, this would have a beneficial effect on teaching6

The Roles of the Respective Institutions

There was no dissent from the proposition that universities

and colleges play an essential and vastly important role in Arizona's

economy0 They deserve great credit for what the state has become, and

have a continuing duty and responsibility to study and serve the needs

of the state in many specialized ways0

Town Hall was loath to attempt to recommend restrictions on

the role in education of any of the state's institutions--universities,

junior colleges or private colleges, Generally, it was recognized that

private colleges and state universities do and should work in concert

to meet general higher educational needs, with some greater freedom

for development and innovation available to the private colleges, while

the junior college role properly tends more toward offering a vocational

supplement-in its terminal programs and providing a complement in its

transfer programs0

Suggestions for arbitrary assignment of different roles to

the State's three universities were resisted by Town Hall delegates0

It was a strongly presented view that junior colleges should plan their

futures within the two-year framework, without aspiring to four-year

university status0

Continuing education and retraining of adults, with considerable

emphasis upon vocational courses at the junior college level, were felt



to be proper functions of higher educational institutions, and were

recommended for expansion where a significant demand exists0 It was

noted that such programs are largely self-supporting0

RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACADEMIC FREEDOM

Delegates expressed themselves strongly on the matter of the

obligations of citizenship in colleges and universities0 Town Hall felt

that the freedoms and responsibilities of academic citizenship of stu-

dents, including the responsibility to obey the laws of the land and

the rules of the institutions they attend, do not differ from those of

other citizens0 Students, faculty and administration should recognize

the moral, spiritual and ethical commitments that accompany citizenship,

whether in a university or a nation

Academic freedom was found to be an honored principle, uphold-

ing the highest precepts of citizenship, when it involves the right of

a responsible person to inquire, discover, publish and teach the truth

as he sees it0 Such academic freedom is most properly exercised within

the individual's specific field of competence and when accompanied by

the fullest measure of academic responsibility0 Academic freedom does

not, however, relieve the academic community from the laws society has

adopted to assure its survival0 Most delegates agreed with Sidney Hook's

definition of academic freedom

Academic freedom is a specific kind of freedom0
It is the freedom of professionally qualified persons
to inquire, discover, publish and teach the truth
as they see it in the field of their competence,
without any control or authority except the control
or authority of the rational methods by which
truth is established0
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In relation to this academic freedom, it was felt that the institu-

tions of higher learning have a duty to encourage a balance or range

of views and philosophies in the composition of their faculties0

In the broader field of student life, Town Hall felt that

any action under the aegis of the institution becomes an activity

of the institution for which it bears responsibility0 It was also

felt that it is the responsibility of the institution, which is composed

of governing boards, faculty and students, to adopt policies governing

student activities and to communicate these policies to the parents

and prospective students0 It was recognized by many, however, that the

institutions' responsibility could not be extended to cover every

aspect of students' lives.

PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Town Hall felt emphatically that a public responsibility

exists to make education beyond high school available on the broadest

possible basis to all motivated applicants0 It concluded that Arizona

closely approaches this goal under present policies0 In this con-

nection, one panel suggested an effort publicly to emphasize the worth

and dignity of post-high school training in the crafts and vocational

pursuits in order to overcome a possible reluctance to enter college

on less than a four-year, degree basis0

Who Should Go to College?

Present admission requirements at institutions of higher

learning, co-related with entrance examinations where required, were

felt to be adequate under existing conditions0 While such requirements



should not now be raised, however, it was anticipated that the creation

of additional educational facilities, including greater realization

of the junior college potential, may make it advisable to give further

consideration to raising university admission standards in the future0

Town Hall favored a public policy whereby those students who

meet scholastic standards now in force in Arizona, and who are making

satisfactory progress toward their educational goal, should be encouraged

to complete their college education,

While all panels recognized the existence of some increase in

enrollment as a result of military draft policies, it was not felt that

this is in any way a significant problem,

Curricula and Standards

It was not felt that any substantial problem of "easy courses"

exists, whereby degrees can be obtained with minimum effort and little

actual development of the individual0 There was strong opinion that

more effective training at elementary and high school levels in basic

subjects, as discussed in a previous Town Hall report, would have a

salutary effect upon standards at the higher education level0 There

was, for instance, continued concern for improvement in all the basic

skills of communication--reading, writing and oral expression,

Curricula should be determined by the needs of society as

demonstrated by the many influences exerted on the educational institu-

tions0 These derive from such sources as the accrediting agencies, the

professions, the world situation and other social and economic require-

ments0 The determination of curricula based upon them should be

recommended by faculty and administration to the appropriate governing

board0
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Financial Assistance to Individuals

Furthering Town Hall's support for universally available

higher education, delegates commended existing state, federal and

private financial assistance to worthy students, including the Dresent

policy of the universities permitting limited waiver of tuition, and

urged additional efforts to aid students whose financial resources are

limited. More emphasis was suggested on unrestricted scholarship and

loan funds, student loan funds repayable from income after graduation

so that students may finance their own education, Board of Regents

grants to cover tuition where economically feasible, and encouragement

to more private loans and grants0

In addition, the Town Hall concluded that efforts should be

made to obtain Federal legislation granting income tax relief to

individuals for payment of tuition and fees in a reasonable amount to

institutions of higher education, private or public0

Priority development of additional work opportunities on

campus and in local industry was suggested as a most desirable means

of helping students to achieve an education by their own efforts, to

the great benefit of themselves and society0

Out-of-State Students

Out-of-state students comprise an asset to higher education

in Arizona, and to the state's economy as well, Town Hall delegates

agreed0 Great importance was placed on the advantages to Arizona

students of establishing contact with other students from all over

the nation and the world, as well as on the fact that many of the state's

future leaders may be young people who came to Arizona as students and



stayed to make their careers here While there was some divergence

of opinion as to whether out-of-state students directly pay the full cost

of their attendance at Arizona universities, there was no dissent from

the proposition that the state as a whole realizes great peripheral

economic benefits from these students0

For these reasons, Town Hall felt that under existing condi-

tions no limitations should be imposed upon out-of-state undergraduates

except those required by the realities of space and facilities, and

the fact that we must first take care of qualified in-state students0

Because of the broader base and wider experiences necessary to fruitful

postgraduate work, it was felt that no limitations not already existing

should be imposed upon admission of postgraduate students from out of

state te Arizona universities0

ARIZONA'S RESOURCES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

How shall the state meet the needs imposed by the annual

increase in number of students, compounded by the rarid rate of acqui-

sition of new knowledge? The question initiated some of the most

intensivediscussion at Town Hall0

The participants agreed that bigness does not necessarily

imply a sacrifice of quality0 The quality of education in our colleges

and universities depends on the caliber of administration and faculty,

and on adequate equipment and facilities, regardless of size0 The

major factor in determining the effectiveness of higher education is

not total student enrollment, but the faculty-student ratio, supplemented

by imaginative use of today's and tomorrow's technOlogy, which may

provide new answers to problems of brick, mortar and communication0
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Expansion and New InstitutiOns

It was felt that expansion of existing universities around

the present facilities and faculty cores will be sufficient for the

near future, when coupled with a junior college program spreading into

unserved areas and reaching additional communities. The Town Hall

recommended new junior colleges throughout the state and recognizes the

immediate need for the creation of additional junior colleges in the

most populous counties6

While expansion of existing universities and creation of

additional junior colleges were seen as the most desirable procedures

for the near future, Town Hall did not foreclose possible eventual

creation of one or more additional four-year institutions, but recom-

mended continuing study to determine if such a need is developing0

The creation of branch campuses and the establishment of

off-canipus centers for graduate and specialized studies, but without

weakening related disciplines in the parent institutions, were recom-

mended0 Also recommended for the universities was special attention

to the cluster concept of college grouping, as recommended by Arizona's

Board of Regents and envisioned by Northern Arizona University personnel.

Encouragement to Private Colleges

Town Hall expressed a pervasive, favorable attitude toward

the founding and support of quality private colleges in Arizona.

Positive action was urged for all leaders of the community, in and

out of government, to attract private colleges to the state6 One panel

had the definite feeling that all levels of State and Federal government



should use every legal means to make public land available at minimum

cost to private colleges desiring to expand or locate in Arizona0

Another panel suggested that, even with the necessity of

changing the Constitution or existing legislation, state scholar-

ship support should be made available to Arizona students for use at

any college of his choice in Arizona0

Supervision of Hi her Education

Town Hall went on record as being unalterably opDosed to any

effort to create a single board or authority to supervise all public

institutions of higher education in the state0

Delegates recognized a need, however, for increased communi-

cation, cooperation and coordination among these institutions, and urged

an enlargement of voluntary efforts in this direction0 It was felt that,

with continued cooperation, the autonomy of separate boards heightens

their responsiveness to the respective needs of colleges, lunior collegès

and graduate schools0

Faculty Staffing

Town Hall discussions revealed deep concern for the comtetitive

position of Arizona institutions of higher learning in attracting and

holding the services of highly qualified nrofessional personnel0 To

assist the institutions in obtaining and retaining top-flight faculty

members, Town Hall recognized that the state must:

l Increase, within the state's ability to pay,

faculty salaries and vigorously pursue initiation

of an attractive retirement system and other

fringe benefits,
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Take whatever legislative action may be necessary to

bring about favorable conditions in this regard.

Continue the development of an inviting academic

atmosphere in which faculty members may live and

enhance their capabilities and talents,

FINANCING HIGHER EDUCATION

There was general agreement that the question of financing

is fundamental in considering the future development of higher education

in Arizona. Strong sentiment opposed further increases in student fees

to finance operating costs of the universities. While all delegates

agreed that an increase in tax revenues will be necessary to meet

growing operating costs of higher education, there was considerable

divergence of opinion among panelists as to the specific source of such

increases. At least half of the delegates favored no increases in the

ad valorem taxes, Opinion was sharply divided as to whether necessary

additional revenue should come from increases in income taxes, sales

taxes or luxury taxes, with some delegates feeling that increases in

all three might be necessary.

The belief was widely expressed that laws relating to tax

exemptions in Arizona should be tightened.

Another panel recommended that a blue-ribbon citizens'

group, including representatives of the legislature, should make a

comprehensive study of the Arizona tax system in view of the reappraisal

program now in progress.

Bonding for Capital Expenditures

Town Hall recommended that, to the fullest extent possible,

the state should finance capital fund requirements for construction of
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- physical facilities from general appropriations0 Should such funds

prove inadequate, Town Hall believed that general obligation bonds

of the state, keyed to specific programs, and not revenue bonds, should

be issued0 One panel believed, however, that as far as possible

revenue bonds should be utilized for the construction of dormitories

and similar student service facilities0

Town Hall expressed general satisfaction with the present

methods of financing junior colleges, including the existing division

of responsibilities between counties and the state as provided by law0

There appeared to be some sentiment that consideration should be

given in the future to possible upward adjustment of student fees0

Federal Funds in Higher Education

The responsibility for higher education should remain a local

and state matter0 When revenue from these sources is inadequate to meet

the basic financial requirements of higher education, then, it was felt,

federal funds should be utilized0 The hope was generally expressed that

the conditions under which such funds are made available will not lead

to any infringement on the autonomy of the institutions or local authority0

rhe principle of retaining at the state level funds which

would otherwise go into the federal treasury was suggested as a possible

alternative to federal grants to higher education0

* * *

Throughout their discussions, delegates to Town Hall boldly

underscored the duty of Arizona to provide the broadest possible spectrum

of opportunity for higher education for the youth of this state, while

recognizing that the enlarged price tag which will accomDanv such a

program must be given the closest possible scrutiny0



The University of Arizona

Proceedings of the Faculty Senace

Meeting of Monday November 7, 1966

SEIT: Bartlett, Bretall, Brewer, Canson, Chadwick, Cochrum, Cole, Coleman,
Coulter, Damon, Dees, Forrester, Gegenheimer, Cries, Hall., Harshbarger,
Johnson, Joyner, Little, Narcoux, Martin, Massengale, 1lcMillan, Mees,
Patrick, Paulsen, Picard, Quinn, Sigworth, Sorensen, Steelink,
Thompson, Voris, Windsor, and Yoshino.

ABSENT: Allen, Ares, Blitzen, Clark, Delaplane, DuVal, Gaines, Harris,
Harvill, Hull, Krutzsch, Livermore, Lynn, licCaughey, McDonald,
Myers, Rhodes, Robinson, Roy, and Svob.

NEW MEMBERS OF SENATE, WELCOME TO: Vice President NcHíllan welcomed to the Senate
those new members, Senators-at-large, who were elected at the October meeting to
fill vacancies in the group. These new Senators included: Professors Steelink,

Mees, Bretall, Thompson, and Sigworth.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the meeting of October 3, 1966 were approved as

distributed to members.

REPLACEMENT TO FILL VACANCY IN SENATORS-AT-LARGE GROUP ELECTION OF: Vice President

McMillan announced, as listed on the Agenda, that Dr. Millard G. Seeley, because of
conflict with other commitments, had resigned from the Senate and a replacement should
be elected.

Dr. Cegenheimer moved nomination of Dr. Bernard Silberman to fill this
vacancy. The motion was seconded and carried by unanimous vote.

CATALOGUE MATERIAL: The following catalogue material was accepted: New Course:

Education 264s, Comparative Education: Study Tour of Mexico (3) Jilson; and Change

- Anthropology 203, Cultural Change (3) to Anthropology 6203, Cultural Implications
of Technological Change (l-2) for Western Regional Extension Winter School.

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA STUDENTS, REPORT ON: Senate members had earlier been furnished
a copy of a report on University of Arizona students prepared by Dr. Elder James and
Dr. Louise Bronson of the Student Counseling Bureau. The report concerned a study
made during. 1965-66 of freshmen who enrolled for the first time in the University of
Arizona in September 1965.

Senate members found the report interesting and expressed regret that the
number of students in the study sampling had not been larger.

The study showed that while University of Arizona students as a group had
earned higher aptitude and achievement test scores than the national average for
entering freshman students, the grades they had received had been lower than the

national average for freshmen. Other surveys made previously had indicated the same
Situation. Dr. James explained that the most reasonable explanation seemed to be
that the grading standards of the University of Arizona are more demanding than at
nany other institutions.

PLCOITTEE ON TELEVISION, CONSIDERATION OF: The Senate adopted the following
report from the Committee on Television on Recommended Policy for the Imntation
of Television Courses:
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1. The faculty of a department is responsible for the academic
content and conduct of any televised course taught by a
member of that department. No course will be offered on
television unless the department concerned approves the
offering of that course.

2. The selection of the television ïnstruàtor shall be the
responsibility of a committee representing the Division of
the University or department concerned, the Radio-TV Bureau
and the University Administration. The Committee on
Television through the Radio-TV Bureau shall arrange for
interested instructors and departments to make a series of
pilot tapes.

3. The final selection of a course to be offered on television
at the University of Arizona shall be by the Committee on
Television. The following are guidelines which will be used
by the Committee on Television in their selection.

Of the courses proposed by various Divisions of the
University or academic departments those curses
will be selected that offer thegreatest promise
of improving the quality of instruction within
the course.

In the event that several courses should offer
promise of the same degree of improvement in
instruction, the Committee on Television will
base its selection on criteria dealing with
increased teaching efficiency in the courses
concerned.

4. Courses offered by television shall be conducted under the same
rules and regulations as all other courses conducted by the
University of Arizona.

5. A Division of the University or an academic department upon
deciding that it wishes to offer a course by television shall
submit a request through the college concerned to the Committee
on Television.

6. The University shall have the guarantee that once a course has
been recorded on video-tape it has the discretion of using this
course for at least three years.

7. A teacher of a television course will retain responsibility for
all revisions of the course, recorded or otherwise, except that
the faculty of the department may revise material at the end of
three years in the event of the separation of the Instructor
from the University of Arizona.

In the event of the separation of the television instructor from
the University of Arizona a decision as to the continued use by
the University of Arizona of the recorded material beyond the
guaranteed three-year period shall be determined by an agreement
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between the University and the television instructor. In the

event of a disagreement over the use of the material, a committee
composed of the instructor or his representative, the head of the
department concerned or his designee, and a member appointed by
the Television Committee will resolve the conflict.

In the event that the Radio-TV Bureau feels that requested revisions

are unwarranted the Committee ori Television shall arbitrate the

issue. It is understood, however, that if the revision is based
purely on scholarly considerations thn the instructor's decision
must be final.

8. The University of Arizona shall have the option of making available
the use of recorded television materials to other institutions.
If the University of Arizona realizes an income, the instructor shall

receive a royalty of 207.. The tapes shall remain the property of
the University of Arizona and will not be sold to any other organiza-
tion or released without the approval of the instructor. In the

event that this material is made available by the University to any
other institution the University shall have the responsibility of
establishing copyright of this material if copyrightable mateflal
is involved.

9. The presentation of a course on television is to be considered a
full teaching load during the first year of its presentation on

television. Additionally, lead preparation time should be
allowed according to the following options:

The instructor should be gíven the summer semester
free of teaching or other responsibilities to prepare
the TV course to be given over TV the following
semester. Or

The instructor should be given half a normal teaching
load during the regular semester, fall or spring, in
order to prepare the TV course to be given the
following regular semester.

During this lead preparation time the instructor shall work with
the assigned producer-director to develop a course of the highest
standards in both course content and production.

10. In subsequent years of live presentation, a television course
shall constitute a full teaching load unless the instructor feels
the desirability of teaching one additional classroom course. In

the case of recorded material being used in subsequent years, the
TV course shall be the equivalent of one or two courses of the
regular teaching load depending on the amount of revision of the
course deemed necessary.

11. In the event the tape is discovered to have misinformation or
that the tape is technically inferior or has undergone
deterioration or that it is found the tape is being improperly
used, the instructor, the faculty of the department, or the
University may withdraw that tape for revision or for retirement.




